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Abstract: Based on a two-dimensional model, called picture-insertion system, proposed by Fujioka 
(2014) , we introduce a new model, called picture-insertion P system, in the framework of membrane 
computing,  for generating two-dimensional picture array languages. The generative power of this new 
model is compared with certain existing two-dimensional picture array generating models. An 
application of this new model of P system in describing certain floor-design patterns, is also given. 
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Introduction: The theory of formal string languages [1] is a branch of theoretical computer science with 
a vast and rich mathematical theory that has applications in many fields.  The area of two-dimensional 
languages [2] is one such field of application with motivations arising from different problems in image 
processing. A variety of two-dimensional picture array generating models have been developed. 
Extending the biologically motivated string operation of insertion in words extensively investigated in 
formal string language theory, Fujioka [3] developed a two-dimensional model, called picture-insertion 
system for generating picture arrays which are rectangular arrays of symbols arranged in rows and 
columns.   
 
On the other hand, a new computing model with a generic name of P system was proposed by P ăun in 
the area of membrane computing [4, 5]  motivated by the structure and functioning of living cells. This 
model has proved to be a versatile frame work for handling many problems including the problem of 
picture array generation. Many models of P system generating arrays have been proposed [6, 7].  Here 
we introduce a new P system model for generating two-dimensional picture array languages, making use 
of the picture-insertion type of rules. We call the new model as picture-insertion P system (PINPS). The 
generative power of PINPS is compared with known two-dimensional picture array generating models. 
Certain floor-designs, called “kolam” patterns [8,9] are described as an application of this new model of 
P system. 
 
Preliminaries: For basic notions in string and array languages we refer to [1]. 

An alphabet  S  is a finite set of symbols. A word (also called a string) v over S   is a finite sequence of 

symbols   from  S  of the form ,21 naaav L=  ,SÎia  .1 ni££  The word   

,1,21 njaaax j ££= L  is called a prefix and the word ,1 njj aaay L+= ,1 nj ££  a suffix of the 

word .21 naaav L=  We denote by  l, the empty word with no symbols. The length |v| of the word 

naaav L21=  is n.   The set of all words over S  is denoted by 
*S and  }.{* l-S=S+

  If the word w 
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is written vertically, it is called a vertical word  denoted as ( )n
tt aaav L21=  and written vertically as  

.

1

na

a

M  

An nm´  picture array (also called an array)  M   over S , is of the form .

1

111

mnm

n

aa

aa

M

L

MOM

L

= ,SÎija

..1,1 njmi ££££  The set of all arrays over S  is denoted by .**S  The column catenation BA o of 

two arrays A, B with the same number of rows,   is obtained by placing B to the right of A  with the 

words in the corresponding  rows concatenated. The row catenation DC ·  of two arrays C, D with the 
same number of columns, is obtained by placing D below C  with the vertical words in the 
corresponding columns concatenated. We now recall picture-insertion system (INPS) [3] (referred  to in 
[3] as picture-insertion system with “along side mode” of derivation).   
 

Let S   be an alphabet.  A picture-insertion system g  has a finite set of column tables ct with each table 

having a finite number of  C-type picture-insertion rules ( )vwu ,, , 
+SÎSÎ wvu ,, *

 and |,||| xu =

|,||| yv =  |||| zw =  for any other C-type  rule ( )yzx ,,  in ct .  Likewise  g  has a finite set of row  

tables  rt  with each table having a finite number of  R-type picture-insertion rules  ( )vwu ttt ,,   with a 

similar length requirement in the words u, v, w as in the rules of a column table. i.e. =g  

( )xrc AII ,,,S  where cI is a finite set of column tables and rI  is a finite set of row tables rt . The set 

xA  contains a finite number of axiom arrays.  

 

A derivations in g   starts with an axiom array. Rules ( )iii yzx ,,  of a column table can be applied to an 

array BAM o=1  yielding an array BCAM oo=2  if , for all i ,  ix   is a suffix of the ith row word of A, 

iy  is a prefix of the ith row word of  B and iz  is the word in row i  of C.  Application of rules of a row 

table to an array is similarly defined. The set of all arrays generated by g  from the axiom arrays, is the 

picture language ( )gL  generated by g . The class of such picture languages is denoted by INPL. We give 

an example of INPS.  
 

Example 1 : Let  1g  be an INPS with alphabet { }cba ,, , axiom array 
ac

ba
 and a column table 

( ) ( ){ }aacbbatc ,,,,,= , and a row table ( ) ( ){ }abbcaatr ,,,,,= . Then the axiom array yields  
aac

bba
  

on applying the rules  of ct  i.e. b is inserted between a and b in the first row using the rule ( )bba ,,  and 

a is inserted between c and a in the second row using the rule ( )aac ,, .  Likewise, the rules of the row 

table rt  can be applied to generate a row above the last row yielding the array generated as   

aac

bba

bba

.  

The process can be continued by applying the rules of the column and /or row tables. In general the 

generated   ( )2, ³´ nmnm  arrays  are of the form  
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aac

bba

bba

bba

L

L

MOMM

L

L

 

Note that the application of the column table rules is independent of the application of row table rules. 
 
We now informally recall the notion of a rewriting P system in its basic form [4] generating string 
languages. The membranes or regions of such a P system [4] contain objects which are strings of 
symbols and rewriting rules which are applied to the strings to evolve new objects, which are also strings 
of symbols.  The application of a rule to a string is sequential at the level of a membrane but each of the 
strings in every region to which a rule is applicable, is rewritten by the rule chosen and this feature is 
referred  to as maximal parallelism of the P system. An evolved string in a region can remain there or 
enter an immediately inner region, if such a region exists or enter an immediately outer region except in 
the case of the outermost region, called skin membrane. The movement of the evolved object is 
respectively specified by a target, given as here, in, out associated with the rule applied. An output region 
(generally an elementary membrane with no region inside it) is specified wherein the strings computed 
by successful computations are collected, with a computation being successful if no rule could be 
applied to the strings in the regions. 
 
Extending the rewriting string P systems to two-dimensions, a rewriting array P system has been 
introduced in [10}, linking the two areas of membrane computing and two-dimensional languages. This 
array P system is defined similar to the string rewriting P system except that the objects in the regions 
are arrays (need not be rectangular) and rules are array-rewriting rules.  The working of the array P 
system is similar to the string case with successful computations yielding arrays in the output 
membrane. 
 
Picture-insertion P Systems: We now introduce a variant of array P system based on the rules of 
picture-insertion systems. 
 
Definition 1: A picture-insertion P system with m membranes (PINPS(m)) is 

( ) ( )( )oii imiRmiF ,1,1,, ££££S=P m    where S  is an alphabet, m  is the  membrane structure and 

the membranes are labelled 1 to  m , iF is the set of initial arrays (rectangular) in the region i  and  iR  

is the set of picture-insertion type  rules  (column tables of rules or row tables of rules) and  oi   is the 

output membrane. Each table of rules  in a region has an associated target here, in, out.  
 
 A computation in PINPS(m) is done  as in an array-rewriting   P system [6]  but the application of a 
table of rules  to an array in a region is as in a  INPS  [3]. The arrays  collected in the output region at the 

end of successful computations constitute the picture language ( )PL  generated by the  PINPS(m).   The 

class of picture languages generated by PINPS(m) is denoted by PINPL(m). We give an example of 
picture-insertion P system. 
 

Example 2:   Consider a PINPS(3) with alphabet { }cba ,, , membrane structure [ ][ ]
123321 ][  having 

three membranes with the membrane labelled 3 inside membrane labelled  2, which is inside membrane 

labelled 1.  The axiom array in region 1 is 
ac

ba
  while there is no axiom array  in  region 2 or  region 3.  

The region 1 has  a column table as in Example 1 , with target indication in . 

i.e. ( ) ( ){ } inaacbbatc ,,,,,,=  and   region 2  has  two row tables ,  namely,   
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        ( ) ( ){ } outabbcaatr ,,,,,,1 =  and   

         ( ) ( ){ } .,,,,,,2 inabbccatr =  

 
The region 3 is the output region.  

In a computation in this system, starting from the axiom array  
ac

ba
   in region 1, application of the 

rules of the column table ct  can be done yielding the array 
aac

bba
    which is sent to region 2 due to 

target  in.  In region 2, if the rules of row table 
2

rt  are applied then the array generated is  

aac

bbc

bba

 

which is sent to output region 3.  But  in region 2,  if the rules of row table 
1

rt  are applied then the array 

generated is    

aac

bba

bba

 which is sent  back to region 1 due to target out.    The process can repeat and  

if  at any time in region 2,  the rules of row table 
1

rt  are applied then the array generated  of the form  

                     

aac

bbc

bba

bba

L

L

MOMM

L

L

 

with an equal number of rows and columns, is sent to region 3 and is  included in the  picture language 
of the system.   
 
Comparison Results: We  now examine  the generative power of PINPS  comparing it with other  
picture language generating   systems.  
 

Theorem 1:  PINPL(3) -  INPL  f¹  where  f  is the empty set. 

Proof.  In order to show that there exists a picture language in the class PINPL  which is not in the class 

INPL, we consider the picture language 1L  over the alphabet { }fedcba ,,,,,  given by  

 

ï
ï

þ

ï
ï

ý

ü

ï
ï

î

ï
ï

í

ì

³== 1/1 n

cdfc

cdfc

abea

ML

nn

nn

nn

OMO
 

 

where  M  has m 1³ rows.  It can be shown similar to a slightly modified result in Lemma 8 in [3] that 

1L  cannot be generated by any INPS.  But 1L   is generated by the PINPS  with three membranes with 

membrane structure [ ][ ]
123321 ][  and initial array  

cdc

aba
 in region 1 while there are no axiom 
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arrays in regions 2 and 3. Region 1 has a column table 
1

ct  with target in, consisting of rules 

( ) ( )dccbaa ,,,,,  and a row table rt  with target here, consisting of rules ( ) ( )ddbcca ,,,,,  and region 2 

has a column table 
2

ct   with target out, consisting of rules ( ) ( )ccdaab ,,,,,  and a column table 
3

ct  with 

target in, consisting of rules ( ) ( ).,,,,, cfdaeb  

There are no tables of rules in region 3.  
 

Starting  with the initial array   
cdc

aba
 in region 1, application of rules of  

1

ct   yields the array  

cdcc

abaa
which is sent to region 2.  

In this region 2, if  rules of  
2

ct   are applied, then  the array  
ccdcc

aabaa
 is generated and sent 

back to region n be repeated. . The process cab Application of the rules of the row table  rt   adds below 

the first row,  a row with the word which is exactly the same as the word in any other row except for the 

word in the first row . When the rules of the column table  
3

ct   are applied in region 2, then the  array 

generated is of the required form  which is sent to the output region 3.  
 
A new model of 2D grammar called Pure 2D context-free grammar (P2DCFG) was introduced in [11 ] 
with column and row tables of pure context-free grammar rules with certain length requirement. The 
class of 2D languages generated by P2DCFGs is denoted by P2DCFL. 
 

Theorem 2:   PINPL(2) -  P2DCFL  f¹  where  f  is the empty set. 

Proof. The picture language   2L  consisting of  rectangular picture arrays where each row is a word in 

the language ( ) .0,33 ³nabba
n

 

It is known [3, 11]  that  2L  cannot be generated by any  P2DCFG.  But it is generated by a PINPS(2) with   

membrane structure  [ ][ ]
1221  ,  initial array 

33ba  in region 1   and no initial array in region 2.  Region 

1 has a column table 
1

ct  with target here, consisting of rules  ( )l,,3 abb  , another column table 
2

ct  with 

target in, consisting of rules  ( )aabb ,,3
 and a  row table  rt  with target here,  consisting of rules  

( ) ( )ll ,,,,, bbaa . There are no tables of rules in region 2.  The output region is the region 2. 

 
In [12], a two-phase  2D model called context-free matrix grammar (CFMG) generating picture 
languages, has been introduced. In  the first phase a context-free string language is generated over 
symbols called “intermediates”. Each string of intermediates generates in parallel the columns of an 
array. The class of picture languages generated by CFMGs is denoted as CFML. 
 

Theorem  3:   PINPL(2) -  CFML  f¹  where  f  is the empty set.   

Proof. The picture language  3L   consisting of  ( )13 +´ nm  rectangular picture arrays, for   ,1, ³nm  

over an alphabet { }dcba ,,,  with each row of the form ,1, ³ndcba nnn
 cannot be generated by  any 

CFMG as  the first phase of such a grammar has to generate a non-context-free language. 
 

But this language is generated by  a PINPS(2) with   membrane structure  [ ][ ]
1221  ,  initial array abc  

in region 1   and no initial array in region 2.  Region 1 has a column table 
1

ct  with target in,  consisting of 
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rules  ( )baba ,,   and a  row table  
2

ct  with target here, consisting of rules  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )llll ,,,,,,,,,,, ddccbbaa .  The output region is the region 2 which has a column table 
3

ct , 

with target out, consisting of rules  ( )cbcb ,,  and another column table 
4

ct  with target in,  consisting of 

rules  ( )cdcb ,, . 

 
Application:  In [8 ], floor-designs, known as “kolam” patterns [8, 9] are represented as rectangular 
picture arrays over symbols corresponding to suitable primitive “kolam” patterns of which the “kolam” 
patterns are made of. Array grammars generating picture languages consisting of such picture arrays are 
proposed in [8]. As an example, a list of primitive “kolam” patterns is shown in Fig. 2 and a “kolam” 
made of these primitives is shown in Fig. 1.  
 

We construct a picture–insertion P system generating a picture language  4L  consisting of picture 

arrays that represent “kolam” patterns, 0ne member of which is shown in Fig. 2 along with the 
corresponding array shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Fig. 1 :  Primitive “Kolam” Patterns 

 

 
Fig. 2 : A “Kolam” Pattern 

 

rhdhl

rhhl

rhuhl

dpfpd

dpdpd

dpfpd

 

Fig. 3 :  Array of the “kolam” in Fig. 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

:uf :df

:ld :rd
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The 3-MINPS  generating  the picture language 4L  has the membrane structure [ ][ ]
123321 ][  with an 

initial axiom array 

rhdhl

rhhl

rhuhl

dpfpd

dpdpd

dpfpd

 only in region 1 and a column table 
1

ct  in region 1 with target  

in and a row table 
1

rt  with target here , where 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }hhdhhhhuc ppfppdppft ,,,,,,,,1 =  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }llll ,,,,,,,,,,,1

rrhhllr ddppddddt = The region 2 has a column table 
2

ct  with target  out 

and a row table 
2

rt  with target in, where  ( ) ( ) ( ){ }dhhhhuhhc fppdppfppt ,,,,,,,,2 =  

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )þ

ý
ü

î
í
ì

=
rrrhhh

dlll

r
dddppp

fddddd
t

,,,,,

,,,,,,
1

 

 
The region 3 is the output region and has no rules.  At any step of the derivation, application of the rules 

of the  column table in region 1 inserts a column  to the  right of the middle column ( )du

t
dfdf L  of 

the array  
in that region,  which is then sent to the region 2 where the application of the column table in that 
region inserts a similar column to the left of the middle column thus yielding the array  
 

r

n

hd

n

hl

r

n

h

n

hl

r

n

h

n

hl

r

n

hu

n

hl

dpfpd

dpdpd

dpdpd

dpfpd

LL

 

 
which is sent back to region 1. The process can repeat.  Application of the rules of the  row tables in 
region 1 inserts a row  identical to any row in the array,  other than the first and the last row while 
application of the row table in region 2 also inserts a similar row but sends it to region 3. Here the array 
is collected in the language. 
On substituting for the symbols in the array generated the respective primitive pattern, we obtain a 
“kolam” , which is an expanded version of the “kolam” in Fig. 2. 
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